In Running' is a multi-instrumental performance with electronics, violin, and viola. Composed in a collage-like 'stretchable' structure, musical fragments--or musical 'cells' are recombined and re-dramatized in a live setting according a flexible, film-like score.
The approach to this piece comes from the perspective that the human body is not only an activator of time, but also a physicalized memory ship filled with fragments of culture and personal encounters. In a non-hierarchical approach to musical genre, the performing body navigates through a personal soundscape, making film-like shifts where one can move from one place in time to another in a single edit.
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Introduction/Concept
'In Running' is a multi-instrumental performance with electronics, violin, and viola. Composed in a collage-like 'stretchable' structure, musical fragments, or musical 'cells' are recombined and re-dramatized according a flexible, film-like score.
The approach to this composition comes from the perspective that the human body is not only an activator of time, but a physicalized memory ship filled with fragments of culture and personal encounters; both in the present and in the mysterious, historical past. Our experiences, be it in the form of words, music/sound or movement, are imprinted into our cells, as we maintain a fine dance with time.
Coming form a multicultural background where the sensation of 'un-rootedness' has been an reoccurring theme, a shift in perspective towards music, by treating all sounds personally experienced by the body as equal with no hierarchy (regardless of genre, instrument kind, or cultural identity) has allowed for this collage-like approach in composing and performing 'In Running'.
In the language of film, one is able to travel to another time and place in an instant through a single edit. Similarly, through sound and music, the performing body is able to navigate time in a similar manner, accessing times and places while making improvisational decisions influenced by the presence of an audience.
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